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Provision's effect unclear

College, Peters reach settlement
By

Steve Patrow

On March 6, 198<\, The William
Mitehell College-of Law Board
of Trustees approv~ an agreement between the college and
former dean Geoffrey Peters
which ended Peters' employment by the college. Peters, who
had yesigned earlier in the .
school year
dea"1 resigned
his tenured faculty position.
The final settlement between
the college and Peters includes
the following provisions:
1. Peters resigns his
tenure as a faculty
member and terminates
any employment by the
college.
.
2. The college will buy the
Peters house located on
Summit Avenue.
3. The college will pay
Peters' legal fees relating
to his full resignation

as

($4,800).
4_ The college will pay

$3,000 for Peters' outplacement and personnel
training.
5. The college will pay in a
lump sum the remaining
amount due under the
November agreement for
Peters' salary upon the
closing of the house sale
(approximately
~6~.40).

Photo t>y

6, The college will defend
Peters in the lawsuit
which has been filed by
the complainants, but that
defense will be at the college's "direction."
7. Peters will be dropped
from the pension program provided by the college.
Peters will receive his accrued pension funds.
The cos to the college for
each of these agreement provisions except for thec$4,BOO for
legal fees _and the $3,000 for
outplacement and personnel
counselling, is unclear.
However, in an interview with
Willis Forman chairman of the
William Mitchell Board of
Trustees and Acting Dean
Melvin Goldberg, and a separate
interview with Professor
_
Douglas Heidehreich, the Opinion has learned that the costs
can be broken down in the
following manner:
House Sale
The settlement agreement
contains a provision which
obligates the college to buy the
equity in the Peters home. The
coUege holds a mortgage on the
house - the fair market value
of the house is $182,000. The purchase price was approximately
$62,096.Sl.

Forman described t~ pure

chase of tqe house as a "non-

expense item" for the college.

He said that the money used to
buy the house will be recouped.
"We agreed to buy a home,"
Forman said. "We agreed to
pay a ~ amount we call
the equity in the agreement. We
now own a piece of property. ·
When we sell that property, the
money comes back to us. I am
unable to comprehend that the
purchase of the property was
part of the settlement that is a
direct cost to th& college."
Goldberg said that the house
is up for sale ana that the house
does not represent an investinent holding for the college. He
said the college "wants to get
rid of it as soon as it can." Heidenreich disagreed with
the analysis that the purchase of
the house was not costing the
college any money.
'.\Until they sell the house
they'll have to pay for security,
any taxes, heat and electricity if
it's occupied," Heidenreich said.
"They will have to pay for a
broker who takes a percentage
of the sale.
"Anyone who cail. afford to
h
. ,
pay $lS2,000 for a ouse ISO t going to ~Y for that house. Its a
dog. I'll be surprised if they sell
it prom_ptly. Even if they do sell
they won't recover the
1·t
soon
monies 1t costs to be
maintained...

Joann~ Schuler

Tree of knowledge Anticipating fast-approaching exams, this student takes advantage
of nice weather and a quiet moment to refresh his memory

Peters' Salary
The college also agreed to pay
a lump sum amount to Pete.rs
representing the balance owed
to him under the November 6
agreement for his salary. That
amount is approximately
$26,236.40.

,

. Forman said he was not present w~en that provision was,
drafted for the November 6
agreement and he said it was
probably drafted by trustee
members in committee.
That agreement was signed by
Lloyd Shervheim, vice chainrum
of the board who is also president of the St, Paul Companies
insurance company. St. Paul
C o ~ is also an insurer of
the college with. CHUBB and ,
may have to pay on any liability
claim attached to the college
upon the settlement of the
lawsuit

Forman said that amount
results from the college's commitment on Peters' employment
contract. He said it was only a
reaffirmation of the ~ove~ber 6
contract and a pronuse which
was finalized to change the
mooe of payment from monthly
payments to one lump sum payment. lt was • an advancing of
·
an amount which was previously
Pension
budgeted for and committed to,"
The college will pay Peters
Forman said. Peters has or is
the amount of money he has acnow wc;,rking for the Minnesota
crued in the college's pension
Protective Life Insurance Comfund. Goldberg said the college
pany as a consultant. William
does not incur any.expense in
paying out the accrued pension,
Mitchell trustee .Tames
Cochrane fs the president of
it only pays for the costs in: mated
ching Peters' deposits in the ·
Minnesota Life and hir
fund. The college continued to
Peters. When asked whether
match those deposits until the
Peters' position at the company
date of Peters' resignation from
was permanent, Cochrane did
ot com_ menl He said, however, his tenured position. .
The last two.items of cost in
that Peters had done some work
the agreement include the $4,800
for the company.
"I don't see anything wrong
expended for Peters' incurred
legal fees relating to lhe end oL
with that; " Cochrane said. "He
has done a little ,.,....,.,1 ic; ft<T work bis employment and $3,000 tor
""""IUUU6
outplacement and personnel
for tbe company."
·
coonselllng. Roth E l'rn1ml and ·
·
Def 11~ 4 _.... eerutmt
~
The college also reaffiqned its Goldberg said these monles
would be paid to Peters out of a
commitment to defend Peters
"discretionary reserve fund"
which was initially included in
the Nov. 6 agreement. That pro- which is comprised of funds held
vision is stated as follows: "The for work study . programs, furreplacement,
etc.
College will agree to defend Mr. niture
Foreman said this fund is mostly
Peters in the event of a lawsuit
at its direction arising out of the made up of gifts by the trustees
or funds raised by the trustees.
circumstances leading to this
"Any payment will come out
resignation."
of this fund and will have no imBoth Forman and Goldberg
pact on student tuition," Forsaid the extent of the college's
man said.
commitment to Peters under
that agreement is unknown.
Heidenreich said that the total
"We will provide a defense at
figure for legal fees and
our direction," Forman said.
counselling and outplacement
"And what the costs are at this
was not accurate in showing the
time are almost unascertrue costs to the college and that
tainable. They might be negligithe ''discretionary reserve
fund" economics could not be
ble; they might be an amount
entirely separated from general
we can't determine.
costs to the students.
When asked whether the
amourit the college would pay
"These people make Reagan's
was above or separate from the
economists look lil~e straight,
simple people,'' Heidenreich
amount Peters would pay in
· asserting his own defense,
said. "Money that will be used
Goldberg said that was unclear. from the discretionary fund to
pay off Peters could be used for
"The matter is more in construing these words (in the
investment. It could just sit
agreement),:' Goldberg said. "It there and earn more JllOney for
is now something we have asked the :reserve fund. Once the
money is paid out, it's gone and
our new legal counsel to review
the college can't use it for
in light ofMinnesota statutes
with respect to indemnification
anything else. It's an insult for
and the whole question of how
them (Forman and Goldberg) to
this takes place. Our legal
use this mumbo-jumbo.''
counsel is investigating exactly
Heidenreich also said that the
·,what this means and what
agreement to defend Peters at
obligation it attaches to tile cor- the college's discretion is also
poration (William Mitchell).''
mumbo-jumbo.
The college has retained new
"When I saw that (the draft of
counsel for its representation
the provision), I thought it was a
because the college's previous
misprint," Heidenreicb said. "I
representation was handled by
thought it meant the college
Oppenheimer, Wolff, Foster,
could defend Peters at its
Shepard & Donnelly; that fitm
discretion, which is an illusory
has also been named as deten,.
agreement. [t just doesn't make
dants in the lawsuit agairlst the
sense grammatically. Obviously,
college. The college is now
it means the school will pay for
represented by Rider, Bennett,
Egan & Arundel of Minneapolis. Peters' defense.
That cost may soon be realiz- "Right now you can't tell me
how this l)TOvision applied to the ed by the college if the suit filed
against Peters and the college
college," Forman said. ''Exactproc~
without
prompt
ly what that means will have to
settlement.
be determined in light of the
litigation.
11_
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Editorial
Lawsuit will serve useful purpose
During the last year we have felt that
we should not come out strongly in support
of either side in the sexual harassment ·
controversy. We felt we did not have
enough facts to reach a fair conclusion.
However, in light of the recently filed $3
million lawsuit, the Board's inept handling
of the situation and the fact that we can't
wait forever for all the facts to come out,
we must now take a position. ..
We believe that the complainants, now
the plaintiffs, resorted to 'a final,
unavoidable remedy by filing the suit. The
college's directors were extremely
negligent, if not. malicious,in misleading
the student body the William Mitchell
community and themselv~s.
The lawsuit will serve several useful
purposes that should be apparent to
everyone.
.
The first purpose served by the suit is to
get the parties to focus in on something get them to face an ultimate deadline. The
lack of deadlines in the past has proven
fatal to previous negotiations.
The second purpose that will be served
is that finger-pointing will have to stop.
The parties have to get their acts together.
No more ' investigations" that show only
what is wanted to be shown. No more
"best interests of -the college" slogans
bangiIJ,g off the students' skeptical eardrums. The lawsuit now puts the college
on the line - it has to convince a jury or
judge that it acted appropriately with
respect to the charges. The lawsuit puts
the plaintiffs on the line - they will have
to convince a jury or judge they were the ·
targets of harassment.
_
The lawsuit also gives the parties a new
incentive to settle. College - make a
reasonable offer. Plaintiffs - accept a
reasonable settlement if it's offered. The
longer both parties wait, _the less of a
chance they will have to direct the final
disposition. One of the basic rules taught
in a law school is that one should not anticipate the reaction of a jury or judge.
Settle while there is control.
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Although the suit may solve the dispute,
i~ wasn't necessary to reach the litigation
stage. The college was so intent or afraid
of saying anything to the ''.outsi.de" that
might damage the reputation of the
school, no progress was made. The
students never really knew· if the college
appreciated th~ .seriousness of the
charges. A few early public statements by
the college indicating that they took the .
charges seriously may have given the col-lege a little credibility when it later claimed it was dealing with the women in good
faith. Instead the college hid behind a confidentiality agr~ment like it was there to
stop any information from reaching
anyone. That was not the agreement's purpose. Unfortunately, the school took an
adversary position from the beginning. In-

M"Y

SEE •• ,..,

stead'of accepting the idea that there
might be a harassment problem at the
school, the college immediately sought to
protect what it perceived as the college's
self~interest. It should have instead con- .
sidered the real self-interest of the college,
which is to create an atmosphere free of
all types of harassment.
We have criticized before the closed
door policy that permeates this college
from the Boa.rd of Trustees on d.own. It
has been almost impenetrable because of
what has been called "the good old boy
network." Perhaps we needed a $3 million
wrecking ball to help demolish that barrier. _Our only concern is that the demoli- tion may come at the expense of the
students.

Clinics, te-ams prove worth
Once again, the clinic programs at
William Mitchell have proven themselves
in interschool competition. The 1984 client
counseling team and the trial advocacy
teams captured the regional titles in their
respective competitions.
We keep bearing about the quality-of tlie
college's clinic pr ogram. Students who
take those clinic classes may oe somewha t
skeptical a t times as to what they are
really learning. However, students may be
taking those classes for granted. While
other schools concentrate on the abstract
applications of the law and their studen ts
sit fhrough hours of " what if'? ' class sessions William Mitchell .students get to
participate directly in client contact and
advocacy.
It is evident that there is a strong concern among the faculty members to
prepare the students for the real world.

They encourage student participation i~
these competitions so that students •
become aware that their clients are not
· the same as the John Smith law student
who sits two rows down in tax class and
who is an obvious anarchist.
Students· should take a hard look at what
these programs can offer .. They allow the
student to w ·le his or .her mind in
p ressure setti. ~ by relying on personal
e~ence as \\ dl as on what is learned in
law school.
We are fortunate to have a welldeveloped com petitive clinic progr.a.m with
dedicated facufty members and broadbased support from the administration and
college directors. The success of our
teamsproves that these programs work
and are well wor th the time and expense
put .into the clinic structure.
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Minority advocacy raises issues
By Kathy Heaney

Practitioners in the field of law
are faced with a diverse
clientele. In order to serve this
clientele, simple knowledge of
the law will not suffice. Raymond Wood, vice president of
the Black Law Association said,
"Beyond knowledge, an attorney
needs to develop sensibilities
and sensitivities. Sensitivities
that involve insight into the personal, social, and political
challenges that plague our
fellow man."
The ability to serve a diverse
clientele was the issue addressed at a lecture entitled
"Repn!Sellting Minorities in
Hennepin and Ramsey County
Courts." The guest speaker was
LaJune Thomas.Lange. Ms.
Lange is·currently an Assistant
Public Defender for Hennepin
County and an adjunct professor
of Trial Advocacy here at.Mitchell. She also was a founding
member of the Minnesota
Minority Lawyers Association, a
member of the Minnesota
Women Lawyers, a Commisajoner on the Minneapolis Civil
Rights Commission and an advisor to the.Board of Directors
for the Minnesota Public Interest Research Foundation.
Lange said that one of the objectives in every case where
lawyers are representing a
minority client is to sensitize the
judge, jUry and others within the
legal system of the cultural differences that exist in our society. "Race is an element in every
case. You must consider an in-

dividual's race and background,"
said Lange.
Lange identified several common mist.akl's that lawyers
makec when representing a
mi:n.ority client. An attorney
sometimes uses slang or jargon
to imp£esi one's client. Attorneys who ao this may
unintentionally beroaking fun of
the client. Also this approach
can present the clifflt with. a less
than pro~ional image.
Attorneys can fall pr~y to·
another common .mistaj(e, the
phQny smile,or the timid approach. An attorney needs to be
seriously committed to advocacy and represent
themselves as such.
"Blinders to client's problems or failure to relate to a
client without identifying possible problems" are also common
downfalls for attorneys, said
Lange.
Appearance and preparation
of the client for the courtroom is
another important-consideration
for the attorney who represents
minority clients. An attorney
does not want the client's appearance or actions to distract
fr1llll their messag~. Many times
money may bean obst;acle in_
making sure that the client is
~ntable. Hennepin County
has djmjuished. part of the l)I"Oblem by establishing a clothes
bank where indigent clients can
obtain proper attire without
cost. Presenting a client in
street clothes as compared to
jail clothes will help to overcome the idea that because

a

clients are "wearing jail clothes,
they must be guilty," Lang said.
Lange also stated that an attorney must evaluate the client
as a witness.
"Look-to see how ·a client
behaves," she said. "For instanee, do they have nervous
mannerisms or a ~ impairment? Nervous mannerisms,
espe<:,ially wjth minority clients
can be misinterpreted by people
who have had very little contact
with minority groups. A lawyer
must anticipate what the client
will do and explain to the client
how it is distractive."
Clients may also have friends
or family that will attend the
trial, she said, the lawyer :needs
to kno.w who they are, what they
look like and what their relationship .is.

"Appearance is significant all
the way along," sbesaid. ' 'This
is a racist society and the jury
may resent a (particular) relationship, for instance, a black
man married to a white
woman."
Perceptions of how the judge
or jury seep the client and how
-you want them to see the client
need to be reconciled said
Lange. To convey a perception
to the judge or jury, you have to
portray the client as a complex
human being .and you have to
portray the race and-ethnic
backgronnd so individuals can
relate on_a human le,v el, she
said.
One method to facilitate this
understanding is to use voir dire
Continued on Page 9

LaJune Thom~s Lange

Forum focuses on harassment
By Brad Colbert

belief that the Board did not
take the complaints seriously, or
if they did, that the students
were not aware of it. If the complaints had been taken seriously,
it was felt, the situation could
have been handled with a
minimum of damage and would
have resulted in a more. satisfactory solution.
Both Connie Otis ,md Marcy
Wallace said that while they
couldn't comment on the facts of
the case, they did .take the complaints seriously.
The faculty, in particular the
women· faculty members were
criticized for their failure to support, at least publically, the
women and their right to bring
the claims.
In response, a split among the
faculty members was clear.
Professor Jack Davies told the
audience that, he made the motion to terminate Peters. That
vote, taken before allegations
about -Peters from his previous
employment surfaced, lost by

The Support Committee
Against Sexual Harassment
(SCASH) held an open forum on
sexual harassment on Thursday,
April 5. The forum was attended
by ;tpprQXi.mat ely 75'-peQple and
brought t~gether for the first
time students, faculty, staff, ad~
ministrators, trustees and alumni to discuss the school's
response to sexual harassment.
TheJorum was facilitated by
Kathe Corley, co-chairperson of
SCASH. There were three
members on a panel - Professors. Russel & Pannier and
Anastas arid Bill Kennedy, who
is an adjunct professor at
William Mitchell and is the head
of the Hennepin County Public
Defender's Office.
The forum began with comments from the three panel
members on how the complaints
of sexual harassment were
handled by the College.
The panel unanimously agreed
that the situation was mishandl15-7.
ed by the CQllege. Kennedy callLater on in the evening, Proed the handling of the com.
fessor
Michael Steenson, who
plaints " Abominable. This case
was one of the fifteen voting not
will be looked at as a classic exto terminate Peters said, "I felt
ample of how not to solve a
like I was stabbed in the back .
problem."
·
. The panel also agreed that the by Peters. When the complaints
first surfaced. I asked Geoff
issue has harmed the image of
about them and he explained
William Mitchell in the eyes of
away the complaints and I believthe community. All three added
ed him."
that despite this tarnished imAnother issue that arose durage, the quality of education at
ing the evening was the lack of
William Mitchell bas not yet
communication between the
suffered.
Board of Trustees and the
After the panel was finished,
students. Both board members
members of the audience were
and students agreed that this
able to express their thoughts
was an area that needed imand feelings about the sexual
provement. Suggestions as to
harassment problem. Many of
how the communication could be
the comments were directed at
improved included having a stuthe two members of the Board
dent on the Board of Trustees,
of Trustees that were present,
the distribution of the notes of
Connie Otis and Marcy Wallace. board meetings and regular
Most of the students; commeetings between board
ments indicated a feeling of
members and students. (There
frustration with the College's
is a student observer that s1ts
handling of the situation. The
with the Board. However, he or
frustration centered around a

she can be excluded at any
time.)
Reaction to the forum was for
the most part positive. John
Mahoney, a second year student
sa!d, "While I didn't learn
'
anything, it was good to get peopie together to talk. People went
away with a feeling of relief at
being able to express
themselves, but a feeling of
frustration remained at what
wasn't said."
Kate Santelmann, a third year
student, thought that the face-toface contact was important. She
also said it was a validation of
$CASH. "When we first formed,
the response from members (of
the Board of Trustees) was that
we were not a recognized stu-

dent organization. As Professor
Heidenreich said, it took SCASH
to bring about the forum,
although the faculty and the
Board of Trustees were talking
about o~ communication."
Sherry Enzler said she saw
three important things happen
at the forum. First that students
were able to express their
frustrations to the Board about
the situation and the lack of
communication between the
Board and the students. Second
that what hap_pened co urese
'
women is something that conee.ms students. And third, that
the women students were able to
explain what the Board's actions
said to women students.
Steenson said, "It was helpful.

I thought it was a good idea and
am glad that it was well
attended."
Jack Cann a second year student, was.not as impressed with
the forum. He said, "The Board
of Trustees were consistent with
their performance to date-their performance was pitifully
inept. " His maj or response to
the forum was "boredom."
Ellen Baudler, a second year
student, agreed with Cann for
the most part. "It reinforced
that they (the Board of
Trustees) don't have any idea
how bad this is.for the school.
They came off as somewhat
patronizing. I don' t think that
any students felt they were.oeing taken seriously."

·-r·--------------------------------..;._____
Corley defines SC ASH goals
By Brad Colbert
The'Support Committee
Against Sexual Harassment is a
group of students and alumni
that formed in October of 1983 to
deal with the issue ·of sexual
harassment at William Mitchell
"It started with a couple. of ·
people c,lipping out the article
(an article in the Minneapolis
Triblllle describing the allegations Qf sexual harassment ) and
suggesting that people get
together," ·said Kathe Corle-y
cCH!hairperson of the group. '
Thefmt meeting ~ttraeted
approximately 50 to 60 students
and alumni:. 'The idea that
.,
came out of that meeting was
that we did not want to take
sides," said Corley. "Wewanted
to address the -response- of the
school to tlie complaints and
support the women in their right
to bring the charges·."
A three point plan was devised
at the meeting which included ·
~ establishing of an independent investigation. the suspen-

sion of D.ea:n Gj!off Peters-and
Comptroller Mik-e C-arlson during that investigation, and the
development of a sexual harassment policy.
Corley emphasized that the
complainants and SCASH are
two separate entities .
"At no time were-we involved
in. the complainants' decision
making. That's not ourbusiness," said Corley. 'We're
concerned with the.women's
ability to seek.-.redress."
While SCASH continues to support the women in their lawsuit,
the Committee's focus changed
somewhat. At a m ~ in late
February-the Coinrn.ittee decided ' to focus on the development
of policy and on the response of
the college," Corley said. " We
decided t-0 look with an eye forward, not bad-ward. We wanted
to examine what the Boards
response meant to the student at
tb1s college.'
' Our eoncemis with tbe-:institutinn. As members of the in-

stitution, we are concerned
about what hap~ to it."
Corley believ~ that the controversy is not just about sexual
harassment, but also about
power. She sees the development of a sexual harassment
policy as a way to combat the
abuse of power.
··when tner.e is annnoa!ance
of power, as there is in asexual
harassment situation, what you
are trying to do is equalize the
.power," Corley said. "You

equalize the power by
establishing procedures and
poli~.

"What it all oomes down to is
how power is used and abused.
What we need to think about is
howwe aregomg-to respond
when we are in a position.of
power.Power Js onlyeffeetive
when il is used appropriately.
"Ano at an times, there needs to
be a vehicle to equalize power."
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Bishop takes post as L.L.M. head
By Rolf Peterson

Carter Bishop said he expects
to be seen around William Mitchell as early as May 1,
although officially he doesn't
begin work until July 1st. Bishop
was recently hired as the director for the new L.L.M. program
at William Mitchell, scheduled
for the 1985 fall semester.

Bishop has an L.L.M. from
New York University and his
J.D. and M.B.A. from Drake
University in Des Moines, Iowa.
He is coming to William Mitchell from the Doherty, Rumble
and Butler law finn, where he
has been a Tax Partner and
Shareholder since 1979. Prior to
joining that firm he served as a
law clerk for the United States
Tax Court in Washington D.C.
He has also been a lecturer for
the Minnesota Continuing Legal
Education program during the
last four years, primarily in the
area of taxation.

"I've
always
enjoyed
teaching," Bishop said. "I've
somewhat regretted not teaching
back at NYU."

Although there wereno firm
offers there, Bishop said he
thought be eould have taught
there for a couple of years after
he graduated.

•' [ g-Ot an offer from the Tax
Court," be said. • rfelt it would
broadenmy experience and opportunities." affisbop said he-and
his family are firmly entrenche<l
in the Twin Cities.

"There's riot a lot of choices
here if you want to wor:k in an L~L.M. program," he said. "If I
could have picked the timing I
wouldllavce picked five years
from now, but that's-not always
possible."

As a partner in a law firm ,
Bishop had achieved what many
lawyers would consider the pin:nacle of. a 1 ~ career. Why did
Bishop decide to teach?

"The principle difference between -private _practice and
academics is that in private
practice you're not always af_fordec] the opportunity to find
the.right answer, 'Bishop said._
"I'vea1ways been disam><>inted
in that prospeet.

"That's not to say that rm
disenchanted with private practice. But I have cmmnually enjoyed teaching and you have to

take opportunities when they
come along." Bishop began his
career in tax after he graduated
from Ball State University by
working as an internal revenue
agent in Indianapolis, Indiana.
He began an M.B.A. program
part time and then moved to
Drake University in Des Moines
where he finished both his
M.B.A. and his J.D. He went into private practice in Des
Moines for eight months before
starting the L.L.M. program at
NYU. While at NYU he practiced part time and worked as a
research assistant to Professor
James Eustice.

Bishop said that flexibility in
designing the L.L.M. pro~~ at
Mitchell is important to ·
' 'But t?asically I'm a realist, a
practicalist," he said. 'It will be
modelled somewhat-after the
L.L.M. program at NYU. They
have a strong program out
there."

Photo by Joanne Schuler

Carter Bishop will design the L.L.M. tax program at the college
He said he feels that how he
designs the program is pretty
open.
"The faculty here (at Mitchell) seem to want a strong
academic program with a smattering of policy and history," he
said.

He said that as long as these
are included in his program that
the faculty will be satisfied. He
said that he feels that it is important to communicate with the
faculty and plans on keeping
lines of communication open
both ways.

"Right now we need faculty
and a curriculum. If we: re going
to start classes in the fall of 1985
then we need some materials
ready to go out to prospective ·
students by this fall." He said he
hopes to work on this during the
summer.

Bishop also said that he's
already been getting ir;1quiries
from lawyers in the area wanting to teach. "I think the school
will be surpris~," he said.
Bishop said that he'll be
teaching one undergraduate
class this fall but doesn't know
what subject it will be. :

College named as defendant in suit
By Sten Patrow
William Mttd!ell College of

Law was named as a defendant
in a lawsuit filed in Hennepin
County District Court on March
21,._ 1984. The suit was filed by
the eigfit complainants who have
alleged the college permitted
sexual
to be practiced against them as employees or
students of the college.
The lawsuit follows after nearly a year of negotiations between the college and the complainants and the resignation of

harassment

Dean Geoffrey P-eters .from his
administrative and tenured
faculty position..
Charles Faulkner, attorney for
the plaintiffs said that his
clients were tired oj not being :
taken seriously and so filed the
suit but he reaffirmed they still
wish to reach an agreement with
the college.
"We're ready to go to trial,"
Faulkner said. "We may ask for
an early trial; there isn't much
more to do in the way of
preparation, except for some

discovery. However we are
always rea-dy to sit down and
negotiate. I don't think that
message was ever communicated to the college by its
former attorneys."
Apparently, there have been
several offers and rejections on
the sides of both the college and
the complainants. Neither side
would confirm that any specific
amounts were offered; however,
one source reported that the
complainants did offer to settle
for a $300,000 structured settle-

ment payable over a certain
period. The college rejected that
offer.
The plaintiffs are asking for a
total of $3 million in damages in
the present suit.
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg
said that the college did make
an offer of a " reasonably large
amount of money'' to the coml)lainants but that offer was
rejected.
Willis Forman, chairman of
the William Mitchell Board 1>f
Trustees said that he is hopeful
·

that the parties can still reach
an agreement. He said that the
fact the suit had been filed does
not mean the parties have stopped communicating.
Faulkner said that he hoped
the students at William Mitchell
understood why the suit was filed and that it was not done to
adversely affect their law school
tr;iining.
'
''I would be happy to talk to
the students if they want to
know what's going on,"
Faulkner said. "We want them
to understand our position.

NDSL at Mitchell
For those in need William Mitchell and the United States
government have made
availa61e an additional $128,782
inJoans. The g<,vernment is putting up the lion's share, $122,000,
while William Mitchell is fur~
Dishing $13,000. (The nwnbers
don't add up because 5% goes to
administrative costs.)
Probal:ily the best news .about
the loans, called the National
Direct Student Loan, is that the
interest rate is a very
reasonable 5 percent. The
money wilfbe distributed on the
basis of c.0eed.
Would you like to get your
hand on some of that money?
All thatis necessary is the filling out of a GAPFAS form
which is available in the Student

Services Office. The College will
automatically consider all those
who fill out a GAPFAS form for
the National Direct Student
Loan.
More good news for borrowers
is that the College has reconsidered it's proposal to force all
students who borrow money
through the school to pay their
tuition "up front." In response
to the many students who complained, the College has decided
to instead charge anyone who
wishes to pay by installment $10
per semester. According to
Dean of Students James Brooks,
the fee is aaattempt to recoup
some of the administrative costs
that is incurred by the college in
administering the in$tallment
paymen~.
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Lighten it.up .with summer school
By Rolf Peterson

Students wanting to lighten
their load during the regular
academic year may want to consider summer school. Four
credits during summer school
will allow a student to take one
less class during the fall and
spring se:m.esters. For some
students this is a welcome relief,
for others, nine months of school
is enough for one year.
Summer classes are offered at
all three local law schools.
Students at William Mitchell in
good standing may take classes
at any one or more schools at ·
the same time.
Students wishing to take
classes at the University must
submit an application form, a
non-refundable application fee of

$15.00, and a letter of good stan(,lingkom the Dean at William
Mitchell. Registration can be
done through the mail and may
be done until the first day of
classes. Tuition for the University is $91.94 per credit hour. All
tuition and fees are 'due May 21,
the first day of classes.
·
All but one of the classes at
the University meet in the mornings on Monday throu~ T~-

dav. Thesumm~ ~ion is over
on°July 12, exams end on July
18. Application
registr.ation
forms are available by caJ.ln:!g

ana

373-2717.
Six classes are offered at the
University this summer. The
evidence class will meet the
William Mitchell Evidence requirement. Electives offered
are; Advanced Torts (3
.
credits); Labor Law (3 credits);

Secured Transactions (4
credits); and; Trial Practice (3
credits). Trial Practice does not
meet the Trial Advocacy requirement at William Mitchell,
but is similar to Advanced Trial
Advocacy. This course may not
transfer if the student takes Advanced Trial Advocacy here.
Students wisbing to take
classes at Hamline must fill out
a '-'non-matriculated" form.
They must also have an official
transcript from William Mitchell
and a letter of good standing
from the Dean. Registration at
Hamline was from April 9-12,
but stuqents stilt may register
for a class if there ar.e vacancies. Forms can be picked up at
the Registrar's office in the Law
School Building at Hamline.
Cost at Hamline is $145.00 per
credit hour. Other than clinics

"All we are attempting is to
keep costs for the student
down," said Dean Brooks. "The
main goal of our fund-raising is
to help maintain the school's
operation. The psychological affect of an over-inundation of req~ests for contributions could
have an adverse effect on the
ability of the school to raise the
funds necessary to achieve that
goal."
Brooks was responding to
questions regarding a new administrative proposal restricting
the use of the schools' alumni
list by student and other ·
organizations. The restriction's
effect on student groups is, at
this point, still unknown,
although the proposed policy is
not.
Initially, any mailing intended
to be sent to alumni must be
submitted to Brooks. At his
discretion he has the authority
to not only approve the student
organizations that may gain access to the alumni list, but also
the content of the organizational
publication to be mailed. If a
publication makes no request for
funding and raises no relig.Lons Qr
political issues, the publication
will probably be given his approval. If the publication raises
any of these three issues,
however, said Brooks, "the
publication will, under ordinary
circumstances, not be approved!' Brooks did not elaborate on
what constitutes a religious or
political issue.
Even if Brooks approves the
organization and its publication
there is no guarantee the
publication will ever r~ach the
alumni. After Brooks' approval,
either the Alumni Director or
the Alumni Board must give
final approvaLbefore the mailing can take place. Judge Ron

Hachey is the alumni director.
The Alumni Board, according to
Judge Hachey, is made up of,
"officers elected to the board by
members of the Alumni Association, wpich is made up of alumni
from William Mitchell and its
predecessor schools." The current president of the Alumni
A!;sociation is Steve Radtke.
After the initial approval of
Brooks, and the final approval
of either the Alumni Director or
the Alumni Board, an organiza- .
tion and its publication has yet
another restriction to face. The
organization is not given the
alumni list outright, but is instead required to use the school
as its mailing agent. The
organization will be required to
pay any and all expenses
necessary to make the mailing
complete. The expenses will inc
elude all computer costs in
preparing the alumni list, labeling costs, and postage costs. Tlie
student organization will ·be required to go thro•1gh the same
procedure each time a new
publication is made which they
would like to be sent to the
alumni.
Jeff Johnson, program
development director at
Hamline Law School, compared
the new policy at Mitchell
favorably with the one used by
Hamline. At Hamline, all requested mailings are "chanelled
to the development office, and
the development office decides
which mailings will be sent to
the alumni," said Johnson. "All
fund raising activities are coordinated through the university to
be approved, on a case by case
basis. The reason for monitoring
the fund raising activities, is not
one of censorship, but of coordinating all fund raising so as not
to have multiple requests
soliciting funds for the same purpose," he explained.

UNIQUE STUDENT RENTAL
741 Holly
Studios, 1 Bdrms. & 2 Bdrms.
Rent include~ use of private gym, weight

room, heat, garage and lofts. Presently
being totally renovated.- Available Aug.
and September·!. Please call for more ·
info. 227-9842

Information about William
Mitchell summer school is
available in the communications
center. Registration was on '"
April 7th, although stu~ents _may
still register for classes agam
later this spring. Costs for summer school at William Mitchell
are $268.00 per credit the
..highest of -all the schools in the
area.
General information about
summer schools is available in
the Student Services Office. Students are advised to check
with the Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs (Dean Gelpe)
to determine if a course will
transfer properly.

Brian & Chris Bangs
"The :\!ill Brothers··

Access to alumni.- list
restricted by college
By Tim Hardy

and independent studies, classes
meet Monday through
Thursdays during the day.
Classes begin-On Tuesday, May
29th and the last final exam is
on August 1st. Classes at .
Hamline include Administrative
Law (3 credits); Commercial
Law (4 credits); Evidence (3
credits); and Professional
R~onsibility (2 credits).
Credits from both Hamline
and the University will transfer
to William Mitchell, but grades
will not be included .in the s_tudent's grade,point average.
Classes £ram these and other
accredited law schools appear
on the William Mitchell
_
transcript with a "T" where the
grade would normally appear.
Grade point averages ana class
standing are not affected by
grades from these schools.

:•
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. our all-new Sunday
Brunch this week, and our
chef will introduce you to
the red baron!'
If you prefer your baron of beef "medium," though, our chef
will carve you some of that. Unless, of course, he's roasted a
turkey or ham... .
That's the glory of our all-new Sunday Brunch. It changes
every week, because we leave the menu up to the whims of our
chef and the phases of the moon.
But some things never change. Our fruits and veggies are
rwturally fresh, not sprayed with preservatives to look that way.
Our meats and cheeses come from small, family-owned
processors in Wisconsin (they aren't shot fuH of preservatives
either). There's lots of variety, And you can tell that our chef
likes his job.
·
Our Sunday Brunches run from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Join us this
week and enjoy complimentary champagne or
·
fresh-squeezed O..J. as you survey the spread.
You won't believe you can eat the whole
thing for just $7.95!

S(. l'aul : f ;rund 1."1. I lamlin,•
~ n ( ·,·nh·r: 5510 HrooklJ n Blvd,
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Document testing isn't hocus-pocus
By steve 11'atrow

"Would yon take this over to
Ann Hoot.en's?" My boss said,
handing me a yellow piece of
paper with unreadable writing
scratclied on i1 from left to
right. 'She's a realinteresting
~on to talk to."
1t was a pretty nice day to
make one of my freguent Go-fer
rum, but i1 seemed like a lot of
trouble .t o drive 15 miles just to
have a piece of yellow paper
looked at by this Ann Hooten.
That paper had.a signature on it
that my boss wanted verified.
Apparently this Hooten woµran
could do tha by pressing it to
her forehead or something, just
like Johnny Carson does in some
of his Karnak routines. I thought
to myself, "What's the big deal
about verifying handwriting?
How exact can it be? What's so
difficult about comparing
signatures?"
I arrived at Hooten's office
with the scrap of yellow paper
and knocked on the door. Hooten
answered. I guess I expected to
be met by a-palm -reader type
who would just take the paper
and make a quick deteanlriation
- The signatur-e is forgedJ " is what I expected to hear within
30 seconds.
Instead of the proclamation of
forgery, Hooten gre,etea me in a
down-to-business tone of. voice,
led me upstairs to her office and
looked at the yellow piece of
paper.
"Do you have anything else
that would show this
signatw-e~ ' she asked.
I gave her some of the other
documents I had.
"An~ else?" she asked.
"l'Il go baek tG the office and
see what else I can come up
with," 1 replied, noticillg a wall. full of newspa~ articles focusing on Hooten as some irind of
detail-0:igger of questioned
documents.
·
Hooten became less business
like and offered a little information on what she actually does
and doesn't do. Yes, she does
check ~tw-es to v~y
authenticity. No, she doesn't
make rash judgments before
thoroughly investigating the
document. She then.showed me
some of the examples of the
work she had done, pictures of
documents that didn't mean
much to me,
She led me through two
rooms. One room was full of
equipment most of which I
couldn't identify: a light box for

infra-red and ultraviolet illumination; a display screen
that looks something lik-e those
x.-ray screens the doctors look at
to see where the tumor is; a
photo enlarger for fi:1m (that I
recognized) ; and, ofller. what ·
chamacallits for whatever
purpose.
The second room had
microsoopes, and test tubes,
slides and meters. I was starting
to think her document business
was a fr.ont-for other businesses.
How ·much equipment do you
need to compare -signatures?
"I use this (microscope) to
help me check the make-up Elf
the ink,'' Hooten said. She then
showed.me a strip of ~per that
meant something about the
chemicals in ink which I also
didn't really understand. .
Aft~ a few minutes, Hooten
ushered me to the door reminding me to bring any ofher
~uments to her that might
help her in her analysis. I
wasn't sure if I should leave the
yellow piece of paper with her.
After all I just expect.ed_ her to
look.at it and predict its invalidity. Why does sbebave to keep it,
I wondered.
When I went back to Hooten's
office (with a box-load of other
documents) I was prepared to
ask more questions. I found out
that Hooten is one of the leading
experts in the field of scientific
document identification. She has
been for more than 20 years.
Hooten's training is hardly
based onlj' on a bidden instinct
for ferreting out truth. She holds
a Bachelor of Professional
Studies Degree in Science,
Mathematics and TechnolQgY,
with an e m ~ on
criminalisti:cs from the State
University of NewYork. She ha$
also had special training in
phptom:icrograpby and inkidentification from the McGrone
Research Institute in Chicago.
.But more impQrta:ntly she bas
1>roven ~ as the professional of the professionals in
document verification.
She worked on the Howard
Hughes will case and has been
involved in many other cases
where her testimony or research/
has been insb:umentalio determining who was caught in the
lie.
"One of my most satisfying
cases was where a woman sent
a payment by check to an ~
surance company for the
amount of several thousand
dollars to cover several cars,"
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These microscopes make up part of Hooten's laboratory

Ann Hooten has used her expert skills in working with attorneys, corporations arid others
who rely on her document determinations.

Hooten Said. "It was suspected
that the check was predated so
that she could show that she had
coverageior an automobile accident when in fact she didn't. She
denied it was predated. The insurance company's attorney
asked her for checks preceding
the number on the questionable
check. The check immediately

preceding that check she claimshe said. "Teenage girl handed was lost. The next preeeding
writing generally is quite
check was washed out; it looked similar to other teenag~girl
like it had been in the Atlantic
handwriting. They haveTounded
loopy letters and circle the dots
Ocean for months.
"I used an infra-red
on "i's"~
luminescence on the check. The
"We cleared a girl in a
date was unreadable by the nak- crimiaal case by super-imposing
ed eye. The inf.ra-red
another girl's handwriting on
luminescence illuminated the
her signapire to show there
bank stamp on the check enough were no individual aistinctive
to cast shadows on the ink that
traits in the writing to link her
was still in the paper fiber to ·
. to the crime," Hooten.said. "She
where we were able to prove
was acquitted because the
that check was dated in
evidence against.her rested on
December where the check
her handwriting."
follQWing it was predated to
Hooten works with attorneys
November. This ~ved she did
in most of her cases, she said.
not send the check in time to
Her biggest complaint was that
cover the accident."
attorneys usually suffer .from
Hooten said she has a high
poor P.teBatationif t h e ~ go
success rate in determining
to trial She.said that she likes
authenticity in documents or
to hold pre-trial conferences
handwriting. She sai<i that she
·with attorneys - a service sne
.has-made two mistakes in her
provides for no charge - so that
career as a document analyst.
they may mo1:e effectively use
One instance was where two
her testimony in trial. She .said
boys were in collusion and work- the attorneys she works with
ed with each other on copying
usually come out at the process
each other's handwriting. The
with a different conception on
other case was where a teenage
the process of document
girl who wrote a withdrawal slip identification.
at a bank.
People.m general also have a
" The girl filled out an
misconception a.boot whal goes
withdrawal slip, but it wasn't
into the profession of document
.her account, " Hooten said. "The identification, lfooten said.
real girl who.had the account
"People more or 1~ think i t's
said the signature looked a lot
hocus-pocus," she said.' l think
like hers but she maintained
graphology (the study-0f
signatures) ha& done this.
that she didn't do it. I said she
Graphologists usually only comdid. Later, the other girl
~e - they don' t analyze by
confessed."
mech:anical or scientific testing.
Hooten said fhat identification
Don't misunderstand me, some
of handwriting isn't what most
graphologists do very valuables
people think it is. Some people's
andprofessonal work; however,
handwriting is largely insome do superficial work. "
distinguishable from other people's liandwriting, she said.
Continued on page 9
"It's not lik~ fingerprints,"
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Judge Cicero

Bench befote Bar
potential influence on the
Hazel E. Hanley
municipal government, not only
The Romans had their forum
if they organize their vote, but
and their Cicero. Mitchell's
also if they withdraw their
second-year Section 3 has its '
business from the town.
own orator too, June Cicero. But
But Cicero said she is confi-since April 3, Section 3 has been
_sharing its Cicero with a foreign
dent that she can o~ the
forum to students. Cicero's exjurisdiction - River Falls,
perience as administrative
Wisconsin.
assistant:in Students Services at
On April 3, June Cicero won 61
the university will help her
percent of the River Falls' vote
avoid the friction..
to become the town's new
municipal judge. Cicero said
" When. I worked in Student
this election brought the largest
Services, we tried to-get the
t.own involved with _student convoter turnout ever. Cicero won
cerns,"·she said. • The town
all four wards, including that of
made no effort. Now, since I
her opponent; Bill-Romoser, a
know all tnose. university-people,
p ofessor of$catiQn at thethe town and university will
University of Wtsa>nsinatJUver
have open comromncati.Qn."
Falls. As judge, one of the duties
Cicero's decision to run for
Cicero said she will set for
municipal judge was made last
herselfJs to upgrade the posi,-September wben she Iearnea of
tion.. The office o{ mumcipal
the vacancy. She_said she let the
judge now laeks even a job
idea steep just long enough to
description. Cicero said she
realize:
_
believes River Falls deserves
"This is what I want," she
strongly gualified personnel in
said. "Here I am in a town I
like. Jive-reared my children
pul:>lic offiee. She said she thinks
the city council should come up
here. r ve worked.ltere_in_the adwith an ormnance pi-escribing
ministration of the university: I
minwal qualifications and procan identify the town's pro-viding a better salary. • You
blems, and 1 can resolve those aren't going to attraet-seriousor
problems to the benefit of both
qualified eandi,dates w~ the.
the t-own and the university. I'm
job pays only $4,500 a year."
running.''
Among other work Oicero said
On Feb. 21, Cicero won the
she has.m¥ped out for fhe city
primary election. Section 3
council is general reformation oI
cheered her on.
the ordinances. She said the
Now that Cicero has won the
election, she said one ·of the big- · codification has been a
haphazard reaction to .imgest problems facing her is the
mediate crises without
growth of the university at
thougbtfu] planning for avoiding
River Falls. There are abotit
future problems. Cicero.foresees .
5,000 students in a town of some
much. of her job will .involve
4,500 residents. Students have a

more-than the usual traffic and
DW[offen.5es. Cicero said she
sees problems with lancllordtenant ordinances which have
no_t been clliinterestedly enforced by former judges who owned
River. Falls real estate. She said
she also sees probl~ in enf91"cing vague nuisance ordinances
like those ~ainst blaring
stereos and barking dogs.
Although Cicero is a fuil-timestudent she said she looks at the
time required to fulfill her .
judicial duties "like the legal involvement outside class that
other .Mitchell students routinely
perform."
Cicero's opponent.in the April
election, Bill Romoser, alrea._dy
has a full-time job. Cicero said
this fact concerned citizens in
River Falls as w~ as !acuity on
the:u:mversity. They asked how
a .fnll:.'fune faculty member
already supported by ~ e r s
could.justify an additional tax~upp_Qrted job.
. 'tm totally indepen~t '
Cicero said. "I owe nothing to
anyon~. 13n no longer affiliated
with the university, but I've
workechvith students long
enough-to treat them as fairly as
r d treat a townsperson. And
businessmen know as well as I
do that the economy of the town
depends on students." Sex_was
an issue throughout the campaign. Before the February 21
primary, the local papey wrote
up the family back,g:rounds for
the three male candidates opposing Cicero. All the men got
two paragraphs of copy; Cicero
got three- lines listing her as a

Photo courtesy of Publications Dept.

June Cicero after her election as municipal judge
full-time student, not a law student, and as a housewife living
with her husband at her River
Falls address. Nonetheless,
Cicero had the support of both
tbe "Republican anil I>emocratic
committee.chairpersons. She
also had the backing of 35 ·
volunteers on a telephone network. After the primary, all her
s u ~ joined her at her
.home for a victory celebration.
There, they announced Cicero's
new campaign slogan: "It's
June in April!"

Over the weekend before the
April3 election, 15 William Mitchell students joined June's
River Falls volunteers and canvassed the town in her support.
On the afternoon following her
victory, Professor Paul Marino
read Cicero's professional
-responsibility class the Code ~f
Judicial Conduct while Cicero
was presented a chocolate victory cake bearing red, white,
and blue roses and Section 3's
acclamation: "Congratulations
Judge June!"

Client Couns_~lin.g trio earns honors
By Steve Patrow
The-trio ofFlaskampt Crist
and Marino worked together for
months before disbanding and
success marked their tour from
the day it began.
Jim Crist, and Jill Flaskamp,
both second year students. at
William Mitchell CQ.llege of Law,
won the regional client -counseling competition this year and
also went on. to represent ~e
school in the national competi-tion. At the national competition, the William Mitchell team
was ~lly eliminated in the
semi-final round by the contest's
eventual winner, Western New
England College of Law. Professor P.aul ~ qirected
Flaskam:p and Crist thr~the
preparation for, presentation
and culminatimrofall. fbe
competitions.
While the awards the team
earned!are important, the experience that was earned seemed to be the real benefit to the
team members.
' 'The opportunity to experienee something in law
school that you will probably use
:in your legal career frm:il day
one was one satisfaction, ' Crist
said. " In that respect. you have
one less anxiety to deal with
when you get out into practice you don't have to practice·on
your clients."
Flaskamp and Crist' did not
start their client counseling
preparation as. -partners. Only
when both their original partners pulled oul of the com_petb
tion did they join their talents.
"We both lost our original
partners ' Flaskam.p said. "Jim
came up to me one day and asked me 'if r d be interested in
competing w ith him." ·
The client counseling competition is not an aliversarial process. The two student attorneys
"counsel" the client about his or
her legalrigbts; however, the
personal counseling part of fhe
competition_is also very
important.
• I

"Every year they designate
one area of the law," Crist said.
"This year it was landlordtenant law so all the problems
we encountered in the school,
regional and national competition dealt in the area of
landlord-tenant law. At the same
time, the clients would also have
personal problems or other problems relating to other areas of
the law that we would have to ·
deal with."
Crist said that the three
member judge. pariels were
usually made up of two lawyers
and one. non-lawyer, a counselor
or a -psychologist, so that nonlegal adv.ice also was important.
Flaskamp said that the level
of preparation in the competition.increased with the different
levels of the competition. She
said that initially there was little
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work to do in the areas of
research or writing but that as
competitions approached, the incentiYe to prepare became more
apparent
" As yoo getJnto it, particularly for the interschool competitioo.5, you feel that if you have
any possibility of s u ~ you
begin to feel more pressare to
know all the relevant law,"
Flaskamp said.
"What we found at the na- .
tional level was that the problems were much more complex
both non-legally and legally.
There were some instances
when we had to deal with
related law. One time a question
arose on.immigration law which
neither of us bad a oackground
in."
Both Flaskamp ana Crist said
that in the instance$ in which

"One ~ting-part QI the
they were surprised by informanational competition is that the
tion, client reaction or an
unknown area of law, their reac- clients were actual actors from
Case W ~ " Crist said.
tion was to not react cautiously
"They werefacultymembers
and to make sure they did not
and students from the theater
g i v e s ~ , possibly incordepartment. They were very
rect advice on the law.
animated.''
"Genera.Uy, attorneys aren't goThe scores given to each team
~ ~ stick their necks out and
were based on certain criteria
say definitely what the law is
the teams must·meet in the
before they get a chance to
mmds of the judges. Although
research it, ' Crist said.
there were specifics that were
In one instance in the national
~ ta be met, judges
competition, the team's client
varied in tbeirindividual apgot up from the int.erview table,
. proaches to judging, Flaskamp
began waving his anns and
said.
sh9uting that be was going to
"Some ju~es were more subkill the landlord, Crist said. Efe
-jective," ~k.a:mp said. "Some
said that they were ta.ken by
of them st:re.sed the criteria
surprise but apparently reacted
while others made no reference
properly by letting the into the criteria at all.
dividual rave ior awhile and
" The only time 1 was disapthen slowly coaxing him back inpoint~ the judging was wlien
to the counseling chair.
we didn't g_et specific comments
on our performance. That's the
real value of this whole thing,
getting the critical ana.ly$ of
your _reaction to the client's
needs!'
Flaskamp als.o said she came
away from the competi.ton with
a new perspective of William
Mitchell.
"1 was really gratified by the
enhanced feeling I felt about the
school because it's been _such a
turbulent year," Flaskamp said.
'' And Professor Marino was an
incredible advisor and was great
support for us. Dean Goldberg
and the administration also gave
us a l()t of support. '
Although both Flaskamp and
Crist said they felt the client
counseling competition was a
good experienceID their law
scllool. training, both said they
:probably would not compete in a
similar competition - at least
for awhile.
"After the nationals, I told Jill
I didn't want to see her for
awhile," Crist said.

Jim Crist, Professor Paul Marino and Jill Flaskamp-the 1984 Client Counseling
team
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Clergy privilege insures liberty
as a spiritwµ representatiYeJ or
privileged because it met the
acting as a spiritual advisor for
his o:r her church. An eaves.dtQp- the law to prohibit disclosure of
following requirements: a) it
-per is also cov-ered by the
was a confession; b) it was
confessions. Where a member of
privilege _arui may not be c~penitential in nature; c) Mr. ·
the clergy is acting in another
pelled to aisclose a con(e'ssJon
Sundseth was seeking spiritual
capacity, a confession may not_
without the consent of the ~
- be protected, and the law may
aid, advice or comfort; d) the
confession was made to the
impose other duties and
To be privileged the confespastor in his role as .a religious
-sion must be made to the clergy liabilities on the clergy member.
advisor; and e) Mr. Sundseth
The law is unclear in this area.
member in his or her capacity
expected the confession to reFor example, Minnesota reas a spiritual advisor by a permain confidential.
son seeking religious or spiritual quires certain classes of people
A confession in legal terms
to report cases of suspected
advice, aid or comfort and the
means "a penitential
neglect, physical or sexual
person making the confession
acknowledgement to a
abuse of children to local
must expect it to remain conclergyman of action or supposed fidential. The fundamental idea
authorities. The list of persons
wrongdoing while seeking
required lo report includes
is that one may safely consult
religious or spiritual advice, aid
educators, social workers,
one's spiritual advisor.
or eomfert.,; It incl~
vohmpsychologists and childcare perWhether the privilege applies
tary confessions on the part of
sonnel. Although it does not
is a question of fact for the
the penitent as well as those rejudge. It would be tragic for the specifically include clergy
quired by the rules of the
members, it may at times when
confession to be first disclosed
church.
they are educating, doing marso that the judge could deterThis law applies to a confesmine whether it is protected. In- riage or psychological counsellsion made to any member of the stead, the judge must look to the ing, or other-professional activiclergy by any person. A penitent facts and circumstances leading ty listed in the law. Any person
need not be a member of the
who is required to,repm:t o:r who
up to the communica_tion to
clergy.mans' church or of any
does so volw:itarily is immune
decide whether this privilege
religion. It protects a spiritual
from aeylianility as long as
appfies.
advisor of any religion, inthey participate in good faith
It is important to remember
cluding anyo_ne who may stand
that the clergy member must be and exercise due care in making
the report.
One case in point is Dick v.
Watonwan County. Watonwan
County committed Alexander
and Irene Dick, involuntarily
and without a hearing, to detoxification centers based upon information given by their fifteenyear-old daughter to her school
guidance counselor. The Dicks
were confined for three days.
The counselor, as an official
engaged in social services and
charged with child care was required to report the suspected
neglect or abuse of the
daughter, Valerie. The court
found the counselor to be protected against claims by the
Dicks for reporting since she
acted innocently in contacting
the county welfare department.
The welfare department on
the other hand, was not
necessarily entitled to immunity
because our fundamental idea of
fairness requires State officials
to make a good faith effort to
place committed persons in settings least restrictive of their
liberties. The County arrested
the Dicks at their home without
Since most of you will eventually take a bar review course, it makes sense to enroll now
even verifying the fifteen year
in BRC, the nation's fastest growing bar review course and r~ceive early benefits. You pay
old's story and may not have
only a $50 down payment, and receive the following:
acted in good faitli.
It is at once apparent that
•
BIG
DISCOUNTS
ON
CES
MATERIALS
•
BRC OUTLINES THROUGHOUT LAW
there are times when the inSCHOOL
terest of society in protecting inFirst and second year enrollees will be
nocent children from neglect
entitled to at least a 10% discount on all
Pre-enrollment in BRC entitles you to
and abuse conflicts with the inCES legal study aids, including the Sum
BRC Law Summaries, the finest bar
dividual's right to freedom of
& Substance of Law books and lecture
review materials available, for use
action. Where the government
cassette
tapes,
written
and
delivered
by
during law school. These Law
abuses its power to curtail an insome of the nation's most outstanding
Summaries are replaced with a new,
dividual's liberty, it should comlaw professors (many author the major
revised set when you begin actual bar
pensate the individual for his inrequired law school texts).
preparation in our course.
jury. The same is true of an individual who makes a report
•
EXAM WRITING LECTURE CASSETTE
•
JOSEPHSON ISSOE GRAPHS (JIGS)
~gligently or in bad faith.
A question that arises is, what
First year enrollees receive valuable
Special visual study aids, - very
would happen to the pastor"How to Write Law School Exams"
popular!
penitent evidentiary protection
lecture by Professor Michael Josephson
wer~ clergy members reQUii,ed.
(Standard C-90 audiocassette)
•
GUARANTEED COURSE PRICE
oo:report unaer- the law? Our
Minnesota Supreme <;:ourt has
Stop inflation! By enrolling now, you
not addressed this issue. It did
assure yourself of your bar review
decide what happens in the concourse at existing "prices.
text of another privilege, the soc_alled "medical privilege"
which includes, among other
professions, psychiatrists and
psychologists. The law itself
says that no evidence of a
child's injuries can be excluded
in a proceeding because of a
physician-patient privilege. The
~ourt decided thatJ}SY~ ogists
and 5>thel'S are .required 6y law
to report to local authorities the
following information, even if
~ Wrth you every step of the~
learned in a confidential session,
where child abuse or neglect is
suspected: a) the identity of the
JOSEPHSON EDUCATIONAL CENTER:
child; b) the identity of the
parent, guardian or other person
Center for Creative Educational Services
responsible for the child's care;
Bar Review Center of America, Inc.
c) the nature and extent of the
- Professor Michael Josephson, Olrector and Founder
child's injuries; and d) the
name and address of the person
Minnesota Office: 182.1 University Avenue, S137, St. Paul, MN 55104, 612/644-6070
re~r_ting.

confession. It also protects a
member of the clergy from beOur country is rooted in the
. ing questioned about a confessoil of religious liberty. Both our sion without the consent of that
national and state Constitutions , party. When the privilege is
protect this fundamental right
found to apply, it serves to supby forb@di:ng government from
-press-eviclence which may others
making laws which interfere
wise be crucial to a- legal claim
with the free exercise of
· or defense.
religion.
An important 1931 decision by
The states, including Minthe Minnesota Supreme Court
nesota, also protect religious
defined the scope of the
liberty by what is termed the
privilege in Minnesota. Emil
" pastor-penitent " privilege. This Swenson was a clergyman in the
is one of several evide!)tiary
Lutheran church .and pastor of
privileges where the law proArnold and Gladys Sundseth,
tects communications between
whom he had married. In a
persons in certain relationships _ divorce suit Gladys Sundseth
from being required to disclose
tried to show that her husband
in a court or other legal
had confessed to Pastor Swenproceeding.
son that he had been adulterous.
Under the law, a member of
The pastor r:efu&ed to testify,
the clergy is forbidden to
claiming the confession m ade by
disclose a confession made to
Arnold to him was privileged.
him without the consent of the
The trial court cited Swenson
party making the confession. It
for contempt of court for refusalso protects _a member of the
ing to testify. On appeal, the
clergy from being questioned
Minnesota Supreme Court overabout a confession without the
turned the contempt order
consent of the party making the
holding the confession to be
By Jeanne Anderson

Save money and receive
continuous support from
Josephson CESIBRC, America's
finest academic team
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Continued on page 9
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Lange
Conlinued from page :1

Lange. "Don't fail to be an advocate, do not allow yourself to
cosign prosecutors' or judges'
disparaging comments about
your client. Remain an advocate
in sentencing. The judge will not
think you are a nice guy because
you allow your client to get a
lo~ger sentence."

Hooten

Privilege

Continued from pagl' ~;

continued from page 8

If the reporting law is found to
Hooten herself started out as a
cover
clergy members, of pargraphologist and decided that
ticular significance is the fact
she wanted to work in a more
that a willful failure to report by
scientifically exact area. She
a person to do so is a misdesaid she does not use hocus
" meanor. Marriage or other
pocus and is always ready to
counselling, as opposed to strictback up her findings with scienClients can be subject to
ly spiritual counselling, may be
An inexperieneed lawyer may
tific data.
disparate treatmentoecause of
part of the r.eligious doctri~e.
want to use the National Jury
After
about
one
week
from
the
their race or ethnicity. An atwhich a _pas~r or other rehg1ous
Project in Minneapolis. The Natorney must be prepared for this time I dropped off the yellow
advisor is enjoined to perform
tional Jury Project has a bank
possibility and work to prevent a piece of paper at Hooten's ofof questions available on race, ,
Jice, she had made a determina- by the laws of his church. It is
client's race from working
at this juncture that the Fitst
violence, battery and other
tion backed up by scientific proagainst her.
Amendment guarantee of free
topics. Voir dire is an important
of in the form of photographic
tool for any advocate, especially
magnification. She had prepared exercise of religion seems to
"Who is bett~r qualified than
clash with any attempt of the
for an attorney with a client who
the attorney to expose an_d treat herself to testify as to her fingovernment to interfere.
is a member of a minority.
dings
and
was
ready
to
work
the disparate treatment involved
The United States Supreme
with
the
attorney
on
how
to
prein many grievances?" said RayCourt
has said in the highly senNor should one assume any
mond Wood. "Why should not an sent the evidence. She put in an
sitive area of religious liberty,
amount of sophistication on race
extensive
amount
of
work.
I
was
employ their
that -"only the gravest abuses,
and ethnicity on the jurors part, - attorney
the one to call her to tell her the
knowledge with the highest
endangering paramount inLange said. A juror may have
case
was
settled.
degree of sensibility and senterests, give occasion for perhad contact with a minority, but
"Hello?" I said. "Hi; Ann, the
sitivity to better serve any
missive limitation."
that contact may have been
case
has
been
settled.''
client, be the client black or
Protecting children is a comnegative, she said.
"Good," she said, apparently
white, rich or poor? Attorneys
pelling interest. The question is
unaffected
by
realizing
her
have the duty to employ the
whether itJs gi:ave·enough to
"Other jurors will be questionpreparation would not be tested
positive differences which sex,
overcome the "wall of separaed by other attorneys, so get
in
trial.
"I'll
send
the
rest
of
the
race
and
ethnicity
have
tion" between church and state.
their responses and compare
bill."
impaired.
notes on the jurors," said

to pick a jury that will be sym_pathetic.. An attorney can use
voir dire to "explain issues to
potential jurors and educate
them through carefully drawn
up questions," Lange said.

Decimate; A derivation from
the RQman custom of-ex-eeuting
every 10th man in a mutinous

legion.

Hoosegow; It's slang for jail &
originates from the Spanish
term juzgar (pronounced
hoozgar) which means to judge.
"My Name i~ mud"; The doctor
who treated John Wilkes Booth,
Abraham.Lincoln's assassin,
was named Mudd.
Diesel engine; A diesel is an internal combustion engine that
uses the heat of highly compressed air to ignite a spray of
fuel introduced after the start of
compression stroke. It was invented in Germany by an R.
Diesel. Mercedes-Benz derives
part of its name (Mercedes)
from a French doctor who suggested that the engineers, who
were having fire profilems at the
point where heated air touches
fuel, use an atomizer or fine
mist to keep the fire from igniting. She was using the
atomizer at that time, in
France, in the hospitals. It
sounds like the beginnings of a
carburetor.

HOW TO AFFORD
BIG FIRM BENEFITS
WHEN YOU'RE
OUT ON YOUR OWN.
•

Luxury Office Space Across from the Hennepin County Government
Center. Full Support Staff. Library. Conference Rooms. Word Processing
and More. All Without Any Capital Investment.
Practice Law
Not Office Administration

Law Off.ice Management
Corporation offers:

Vendors, purchasing equipment and supplies,
hiring, firing, personnel administration and
accounting use up billable time. Our office
service staff takes all that off
your back.

• A prestigious address.
• Sophisticated reception and conference
facilities.
• Highly skilled professional
staff.
• Word processing.
• Computer-assisted billing
and· accounting.
• Time management services.
• Law Library

It's All Right Here
A professional support staff are
basic to good business. We
also offer on-site professional
development programs, time
management services,
computer access, and the
camaraderie of 54 other legal
professionals. In short, we
make sure you have tools
needed to succeed. You only
pay for what you use.

Part time Offices, too
There are special rental options
and support services available
for out-of-town attorneys. Make
our full-service facility your
satellite office for a deposition
or an extensive trial.
701 FOURTH AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

LAW OFFICE MANAGEMENT CORPORATION
The Fifth FlQor, 701 Fourth Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55415
Phone: 612/338-1979
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Light shines the truth

The doctor was caught infra-red handed
By Ann Hooten

Some people think a handw r i t i n g ~ ~ only
loo~ and 't"·crossmgs as
celebrated.in cheap.mystery fiction. In real life, however, a
document examiner is more concerned with what doesn't meet
the eye-ink ~ t r y , paper
manufacturer, aaditions,
obliterations and/or erasures.
The ~ to forgeries belong in
a laboratory, rather than parlor
game ''han~g analysis."
In early 1984, a 1977
automobile accident suit was
settle for $1.4 million on the
basis of handwritten "doctored"
medical records. Surgical
removal of the victim's stomach
necessitated a na.s al feeding
tube to a point below where the
stomach had been. A bag containing mercury-was attached to
theleeding tune. Hospital
records do not indicate why the
mercury bag was used, how
much mercury it contained or
why the bag broke. But break it
did. Eleven days after the tube
was ~ted x-rays showed that
the bulk of the mercury was not
in the bag.
If the mercury had remained
in the gastrointestinal tract, it
would ·nave .:passed from the patient in about two weeks. In ensuing years the patient became
very sick, and.mercury was
located outside th~ tr~ct . X-rays
indicated seepage fu the lungs
and hips. The physician's notes
of 1-8-77 state "Note mercury
outside of G.I. tract?" .
Question: Was the question
mark originally an exclamation
point or a period or a question
mark?
If a question mark was
authored at the time of the
original note, the defendant
would not be liable for extended
damages.
Finding: The question mark
was authored at a time different
from the given date by a finding
of the unusually large size of the
question mark in comparison to
the balance of the notes, the
misalignment and the fact that
. infra-red luminescence
photography disclosed that the
question mark was inscribed by
a different ink.
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Child Care Classic fundraiser scheduled
for M~y; SBA's Shea signs off as 1983-84 president
. By Ke:vm _Shea .
It will Qe the social event of
the season, the creme deJa
.
It will be b"
than
1
~
th
=A ,. t ' crazierd ~.. e__ _.
-,wnes our an more , caun~
~;n tea wi~ the Queen. ~ t is
1t : It's the~~ Annual ~tlliam
Mitche~ <?illd Care Cla~e.
Where 1s 1t? On our beautiful
two-acre £rent lawn. _When is it?
The Satar.day after finals, May
19th from_noon to 6 p.m:
,
Wha\s 1t all about, Alfie? Its
a benefit for our G!:!ild Ca~
Center and an effort to bnng the
WMCL c~unity a little closer
togethei:. All proceeds from the
ev~ will go towcl!d the
mamtenance and nnprovement
of our Child Care Center.

=:tock .

The festivities will begin at
high noon, and will feature
~
' ~ount 'em, three.1ocal
Twin City bands who will play
ior your ~tertainment
throughout the afternoon. The
CCC will also have fun and
games for your enjoyment:. For
instance, we'll have a " striker,,
(you know ring that bell all you
real men a'na women), and the
" African D!P, , (your chance to
dunk all those you love to bate).
In addition, we'l11>rovide food
beverage _ FREE BEER
for all those beyond their l9th _
and a dance floor for all those
legal happy feet to danee off the
amdeti~ of finals. rn keeping
with the theme of the Child Gare
Classic, all children under 12 are

ana

.
·
adnntted free. We are also m
negotiation with some of our
WMCL talent to make encore
performances at the CCC ... in
short, there'll be plenty of
laughs and excitement for
everyone· so tell your friends,
pencilit on your calendar, invite
your enemies, pick-up the phone
and give 'em a call to show up
right he-e-e-e-e-r-e ! This is
where they'll find the beef ... and
many other cliches - at the 1st
Annual WMCL Child Care
Classic, Saturday May 19th.
SBA Representatives and the
student organizations will be
selling tickets to the Child Care
Classic in the coming weeks.
Every dollar collected will go to

the benefit of our Child Care
Center, so please be generous to
a great cause and a great time
for one and all.
At the end of this month, I'll
become a lame duck President
(although peopJe have told me
I've been lame of mind for much
longer). In any event, I would
like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone at William Mitchell, administration, staff,
Trustees, SBA Board members,
but most of all the students for
allowing me the chance to serve
our school. Here at WMCL, it
has been a year filled with
peaks and valleys, but I'm
hopeful we are a better institu-

tion because of it. If we
graduate we will all be proud to
call this law school our alma
mater.
Likewise, the SBA has had its
ups and downs, but overall I feel
we have accomplished a great
deal. Of course, without the efforts of each member of the SBA
Board of Governors, nothing
would be accomplished, so to
each Board member a sincere
thank you for your selfless service to our school. Finally, best
wishes to next year's Board, and
again, thanks for the memories.

LOGAN & STYRBICKI
Video-.Depositions • Certified Court ~epo~ters • Computer Transcripts
Vern J. Logan.
Leo J. Styrbicki
John E. Styrbicki
Teresa M. Schafer

Bernard A. Lilja
Gerald D. Schissler
Glenn J. Mares
·
William D. Devahl

Patricia K. Carl
Robert W. Walsh
John A. Dunton Denae L. Hovland

Neil K. Johnson
Christine E. Melzarek
Brian H. Mattice
Paula Berg

(Hearing Rooms Available in St. Paul and Minneapolis)

Yi-1468 First National Bank Bldg.

(612) 291-1095
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Students gain new perspectives

_

Al-ternatives studied at conference
By Brad Colbert

Photo by Brad Colbert

Ernie Goodman speaks to students at the Alternative Practices Conference

Photo by Brad Colbert

Students inspect some of the artwork on display at the conference

The Alternative Practices
Conference was held at William
Mitchell on April 6th and 7th.
The Conference is an annual
event that is held at one of the
area law schools each year.
The concept behind the Conference is to give law students
another perspective on the practice of law. It is designed to
show students that there are
alternatives to the conventional
ideas of practicing law.
This year's conference consisted of a kick-off party on Friday night and a speaker and
workshops on Saturday.
The highlight of the Friday
evening party was folksinger
Carri Gerensdasey. Her music
changed the student lounge (yes,
that lounge) from its usual frentic -atmosphere into something
that resembled a cozy music
club. The 16 gallon keg of beer
helped in the transition.
Ernie Goodman, an attorney
from Detroit was the keynote
~ speaker Qn-5aturday morning.
Goodman, who has been practicing law since 1928, has been involved in many areas of the law
that would be described as alternative. He defended labor
groups in the 30s war deserters
in- the 40s, Communists in the
50s, civil rights activists in the
60s, anti-war protestors in the
70s, and peace demonstrators in
the 80s.
·
In his speech Goodman listed
the social problems that faced
America in the 80s. He emphasized that the United States
judicial system was unique in
that it gave lawyers, through the
courts, the power to niake im-

pressive changes in society.
Goodman also pointed out that,
mostly because of the contigent
fee, it was possible to practice
alternative forms of law and
still make a decent living.
There were seven workshops .
on Saturday. The subject matter
ranged from an exploration of
non-legal
professions
for
lawyers to one explaining how
the pro bono system works. The
workshops drew an enthusiastic
response from the audience.
· Ross Quaintance said, "The
workshops were the highlight of
the conference. There are so
many lawyers practicing law in
the traditional way, it was worthwhile to hear how to use some
of our skills in a nonatraditional
way."
Both the.Friday night party
and the Saturday activities were
well attended. Tsippi Wray, one
of the coordinators of the conference, said, "I thought it went
very well. I think people needed
reinforcement for some of the
reasons they came to law school
and they got that at the
conference."
Jane Joseph, another one of
the coordinators, was pleased
with how the Conference went.
"I was glad to see so many people take advantage of this opportunity. Above all, the conference
reminded students that they
have a choice. Large, conventional law firms are not the only
route," Joseph said.
The Conference was c0c
sponsored by the National
Lawyer's Guild, Women's Law
Caucus, Minnesota Justice
Foundation, MPIRG and the
SBA.

EVALUATION
EXDEQTI~E

j}ortbtuest
Jrid t}rtnting (ompahp
(DIVISION OF TYPOGRAPHIC ARTS, INC.)
301 0 North Second Street
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) ,588-7506

Law Brief Printing Speciatists
APPROVED PRINTERS OF BRIEFS FOR THE UNITED STATES
COURT OF APPEALS. EIGHTH CIRCUIT

IN DETERMINING THE VALUE OF
CLOSED CORPORATION SECURITIES
To Help Solve Problems Of:
Estate & Gift Tax Litigation
Property Settlements
License Agreements
Patent Assets
Mergers & Acquisitions
Divorce Settlements
Conflicts of Interest
Profit-Sharing Plan Valuations
ESOTS
Buy/Sell Agreements
Stock Options
Going "Private"
Capitalization Restructuring

HAWTHORNE, TAYLOR ·& CO.
CORPORATE FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
913 TWELVE OAKS <.:ENTER
WAYZATA, MN 55391
(612) 473-1404

And for good reasons . ..
1. Outstanding Lecturers -

regular summer course begins in the
College of St. Thomas Learning Center.

Our

A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on the most current
set when you take the review course.
9. Tuition Freeze -

faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
John Moye, David Epstein, and
John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines - Every
area tested on the bar-exam is covered
completely, in a_concise and
understandable ' format.

10. Selected Law Lectures Throughout the year, MBR/BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay
examinations. The essay exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar
Exam graders.

11. $2.5.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Review
Course - All MBR/BRI students

receive a $25.00 discount when signing
up for pur Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The two
day Mini-Review program is held at
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.
5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
Bar Exam graders, focuses on issue
spotting and exam taking techniques
and includes the opportunity for
personal interviews with the graders.

6. Day or Evening Classes - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning lectures,

12. Early Registration Discount -

whichever you find most convenient.
7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
Location - The 1984 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at the

College of St. Thomas, O'Shaughnessy
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past nine years.
8. Early Bird Program -

Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam will be available before the

Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1984 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off the regular
course tuition!

13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, y~ar after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exant preparation.

For more information, contact the following
campus representatives or call our office at 33S-:1977.
WILLIAM MITGIELL
Peter Dahlen (room 208)
Terrance Costello
Sherri Enzler

Jane Josf:Ph

Lee Leighton
Sue Smoley
Diane Starbird

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAJ, Inc.

MBR/BRl... the leader in bar review.

